Training at ATO Avioner - the process of completing the purchased course

To start training at ATO Avioner you must register and complete the registration form choose the candidate's course from
the drop-down list. After completing the data and declaring the password (login by default, an email address is always
provided). You must approve this form. The system will then send you a letter verification to the declared email address.
You should confirm the received letter, then the system will send an invoice proforma. The received document is a
confirmation of the civil contract and the basis for payment chosen course. If you want to quickly get access to the active
course, please send an email to office@avioner.eu bank confirmation of the transfer. We activate your training
immediately. If you are buying a full course you must remember that after activation you will have access to lectures from
the day after activation, as it must be previously approved by the Civil Aviation Authority.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Online training for any flight course in ATO Avioner has two phases.
The first one is watching online lectures from individual subjects, where each lecture ends with a test,
covering the scope of knowledge from this lecture. The number of questions in the test, after each lecture, is five with
three possible answers, where only one is true, and the formula to pass it is the "to effect" principle. Passing this test
is a prerequisite for watching the next lecture. In this way, all lectures from a given should be included
subject to be able to go to the second phase of the training - online sessions. These lectures can be watched by any
listener time, and come back to those who have already passed the tests many times. The test from a given lecture will
not be credited anymore more available to the listener. His results (completed test) will be available in the "training file"
in the listener's menu.
The second phase, an online session, is a videoconferencing meeting where up to eighteen attendees can participate
listeners and one lecturer. This is a real-time meeting where the lecturer summarizes the training from this subject, he
asks questions to the listeners and they can also ask. This is a seminar meeting and its purpose is to summarize the
knowledge of the lectures viewed by the students. This meeting ends with a test passing training in a given subject.
During the online session, the lecturer can invite for a vision (has such functionality in his panel) chosen participant and
talk with him. The other listeners watch it and can write in the window conversations your comments / questions. The
test for the whole subject, run by the lecturer at the end of the online session, has 10 questions and lasts 10 minutes.
For this test, the listener may approach twice in one session. If the test is not completed in one session
the listener can sign up again for the next session. Failing to pass (in two sessions) the final test obliges student to watch
all lectures again and pass the staged tests after additional purchase this one subject.
Online sessions are set by the administration of the Avioner school and have their enforcement rigor, ie they are
implemented every day from 5 pm to 10 pm (CET) and they are repeated for each item in periods of 7 to 10 days.
Repeatability of the online session in the subject gives the students the convenience of choosing the right date for
participation.
If the listener passes all the lectures in the subject and the session in this range is not set at the moment,
then he must wait until the next appointment, which will be notified by email.
While waiting for the announcement of a new session from the subject whose lecture he has already seen, student may
and should to watch lectures from other subjects, to save a time of access the course. By doing the same way training in
accordance with the above description for all subjects of the selected course, the student on the end will be informed
about the completion of the course. An electronically signed certificate will be sent by e-mail within two days of
completing the last online session from the course.
An additional condition for completing the training in the chosen course is to watch all lectures from his online range.

